WEST SOMERSET AREA MEETING
QUAKER NEWSLETTER
OCTOBER 2016

Fran Hicks, Huw Morgan, Anna
Mullett, John Ainsworth, Lynn
Shorthouse, Jefferson Horsley and
Elizabeth Aveline in ‘George Fox
Takes a Selfie’ a play written by Avril
Silk as part of the Out of Quiet series
of events.
Chris Lawson, who took these
photographs, reviews the play on
page nine.
The production team and helpers
were:
Georgina Cardew
Forkbeard Fantasy Theatre
Kathy Gollin
Zoe Ainsworth Grigg
Fran Hicks
David Morris
Oxfam
Helen Parfitt
Eric Rogers
Taunton Thespians
Wellington Operatic Society
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MINUTES OF WEST SOMERSET AREA QUAKER MEETING
September 17th 2016 at Bridgwater
16/60 Advices and Queries
Advices and queries no17 has been read in our worship.
16/61 Representatives
Bridgwater
Rosemary Dagley
Burnham
unable to appoint
Ilminster
John Gray
Minehead
Faith Cartwright
Spiceland
Gillian Lord
Taunton
John Ainsworth
Wellington
Zoe Ainsworth-Grigg
Elder
John Gray

Richard Lee
Margaret Stenhouse
Susan Lamont
Ali Downing
Peter Burgoine

16/62 Membership (Martin read report)
We have heard the report on the visit to John Bell, following his application for Membership and are
delighted to welcome him into membership. We appoint Pat Bazley and Sue Cornish
to visit him.
16/63 Life of Bridgwater Meeting
We have heard the report on the life of Bridgwater Meeting. It has been a year of deepening the shared
spiritual journey of the Meeting, aided by engaging in the Hearts and Minds programme and a series of
study evenings. The meeting have now registered on line for the Woodbrooke “Being Friends Together”
programme. Attendance at Meeting is 6-14 and includes several regular attenders. There has been one
outreach event during the Arts Centre Christmas Fair, a Garden of Light, converted to a room of light
because of heavy rain.
The Library has been re-catalogued and has several additions relating to the Meeting’s study
programme. Our Meeting room has been refurbished as part of the Arts Centre major refurbishment
and we look forward to hosting Area Meeting in our new home.
16/64 Appointment of a Meeting for Worship for Solemnisation of Marriage
We have received the application for the appointment of a Meeting for worship for the solemnisation of
Marriage, between Margaret Elizabeth King, of Minehead Meeting, and Matthew Paul Ensor. It is
requested that the Meeting should take place at 2.00pm, at the Tythe Barn, Dunster, on Saturday 20th
May 2017.
We agree to this request, subject to the necessary civil certificates being issued, and appoint Gillian
Coe and Richard Lee to uphold the meeting. The marriage will be under the care of Minehead Meeting.
We ask them to appoint an Elder. The Registering Officer will remind Local Meetings of the marriage
nearer the date so that the Meeting may be well supported by Area meeting.
16/65 Report from Taunton Meeting House Management Committee
We thank Faith Cartwright for her report from the Taunton Meeting House Management Committee.
The new warden is settling in and snagging issues are being resolved, although stains on the new
carpet continue to be a concern. Suggestions for solving this have been offered. Lettings are increasing,
but the 2nd, smaller room is still under used. This room continues to have problems with noise
conduction and Martin Wall will raise this with the architect.
Relationships with our neighbours reflect a new openness which we welcome.
Figures concerning the electricity costs are not currently available.
The financial situation is stable.
16/66 New Arrangements for Area Meeting Business
We have considered the new arrangements for AM business put forward by our Nominations
Committee, which are as follows:
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Proposal for Alternative Arrangements for Area Meeting Clerking
Under these proposals, current Area Meeting Business would be divided Into three parts: Meetings for
Business, Local Meeting events and Special Concerns.
1. Meetings for Business
Meetings for business would be divided into two; a Business Meeting Team which would meet regularly
and a wider ‘formal’ Area Meeting.
The Business Meeting Team. At least 6 Business Meetings would be held annually. It is hope that this
group would consist of between 7 and 10 Friends drawn from local meetings. A Core group of 5-6 reps
could attend Business Meeting regularly and if unable to attend a deputy could be appointed. Links with
Trustees, Nominations, Outreach, Finance, Elders and Overseers, would be useful; this might happen
naturally or involve special representatives. The Team would choose those responsible for roles of
Membership, a Clerk and/or Correspondent (with Friends House in particular). There would be no fixed
term of office for Friends on the team, but would be for a maximum of 3 years. The Agenda would be
produced by the team.
The more formal Area Meeting would be similar in format to the current one, and meet 3 times
a year and would include matters of finance property and the work of trustees. It would be clerked by
someone from the Business Meeting team. Membership application reports would come to AM.
Business Meeting Team - Terms of Reference:
•

Membership Matters – up to the point of acceptance into membership, after which point they
would go to the wider Area Meeting (see below).

•

Confirmation of Appointments – for Elders, Overseers, Trustees, and AM Representatives.

•

Creating Agendas for the formal Area Meeting.

•

Arranging Local Meeting dates (see below).

•

Receiving Reports.

•

Overseeing calendar of AM events during the year (see below).

•

Overseeing Representatives for Committees.

•

Minutes would be distributed to Local Meeting Clerks and published in the Monthly Newsletter.

As so much of the work of this team would be outside the usual wider gathering of Friends in the AM it
is very important that Friends on the Team are drawn as widely as possible from all Local Meetings, so
that all Friends feel that they are represented and kept fully in touch with the work of the Team.
The Wider Area Meeting would oversee:
•

Acceptance into Membership

•

Matters for discernment that need a wider group than the Business Team.

•

Overview of AM’s finances and major property decisions.

•

Any questions or concerns from Friends that need to be raised with the Business Team
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2. .Local Meeting Events
These would be an opportunity for the wider AM to engage with other local meetings and vice versa and
would be held each year at each of the LM’s. It is suggested that these small meetings should be held
after Meeting for Worship on a Sunday, enabling Friends from other LMs to attend both the Mfw and
engage in the meeting afterwards. It would give host LMs the opportunity to meet with Friends from the
wider AM to discuss concerns and deliver their ‘Life of the Meeting’ reports in a more relaxed manner
with opportunities for questions etc, which is not possible at the moment. If they wished they could
arrange an ‘event’ for the afternoon. We realise that not all Friends could attend, as other LM’s would
still wish to hold their own Mfw on a Sunday.
3. Special Concerns
Occasionally concerns arise which Friends might feel need more time and consideration, for example a
subject of concern from Sufferings. At the moment there is not time at AM to give these concerns the
time they deserve. A special morning or day could be set aside for this purpose.
It might help if, over time, the exact purpose and nature of each meeting is clarified as they
occur, perhaps with some indication as to who is expected to attend.
There needs to be clarity about the route to pass concerns from LMs to MFS
We hope that separating the work of Area Meeting from one area into four, may create a wider
more inclusive Area Meeting, balancing the formal and informal, and creating one which is more
attractive to Friends as a means of bringing us together.
We agree that Business Team Meetings should be open to all Friends to attend if they so wish.
We ask that Trustees responsibilities are included in the document concerning the new arrangements
to clarify the division of responsibility. An amended copy will be kept with the minutes.
We reinforce the need for the Business team meetings to be held according to the Quaker Business
method.
We accept that these proposals will need reviewing and adjusting as they are implemented
and that we need to remain open to this.
We have considered some reasons why so many do not come to Area Meeting and
suggestions have been made which we hope will be passed on to the new Business Team to consider.
We agree to adopt the proposal for a trial period of two years.
We also agree that the appointment for meetings for the solemnisation of marriage shall be
done by the Business team if time does not allow for them to come before the full AM, and that the
Registering Officer and three Elders may appoint such a meeting if the matter is urgent.
Local Meetings Nominations are asked to appoint their Business Team representatives as
soon as possible and to send their names to Anna Mullet. If it is not possible for a Local Meeting to
appoint such a representative, please notify Anna so that additional appointments may be made by AM
Nominations.
Co- Clerks will organise the first meeting of the new Business Team.
16/67 Consideration of the paper from QPSW, Vision for a Criminal Justice System.
We have tested the vision expressed in the QPSW paper “ A Vision for a Criminal Justice System”, both
at Local and Area Meetings. We agree to send a collation of LM and AM feedback from our
considerations (attached to these minutes ) to Sufferings ,as our response to this paper.
16/68 Consideration of Cornwall AM’s concern about decriminalising drugs
Cornwall AM are asking for help in testing their concern, and, to this end Sufferings have asked us to
consider their paper on the decriminalisation of the possession of drugs for personal use. We have done
this in our Local Meetings and at Area Meeting and are happy for the collated feedback to be sent to
Sufferings as our response
16/69 Closing Minute
We close the Meeting at 12.45 and hope to meet again at Taunton on Saturday 19th November.
We thank Bridgwater for their hospitality today.
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NOTICES
Vibrancy in Meetings Programme
Pip Harris has been appointed as the Local Development Worker for Devon, Cornwall and West
Somerset. She began work on September 5th. The Vibrancy in Meetings Programme is intended to be
responsive, the team will respond to requests from local meetings and work with them in a planned way.
Both Pip and Rachel Matthews, the National Co-ordinator are eager to make contact with us.
Questions from Quaker Life Representative Council have been sent to LM clerks, to be considered
in LMs and responses sent to Carinne Allinson before the 14th October.
THE LIFE OF BRIDGWATER MEETING
If the first year of our residency at Bridgwater Arts Centre was marked by a new sense of purpose and
expectation, this second year has been one of a gentle deepening of our shared spiritual journey. Since
our last report, Bridgwater Friends have completed the ‘Hearts and Minds Prepared’ course. For several
Friends this was the second or third occasion that they had followed this learning package. The
programme ran from September 2015 to March 2016. Eleven Bridgwater Friends committed to the
programme and enjoyed a rich and varied experience which drew us closer together as a community of
‘spiritual-seekers’ and nurtured an appetite for further study sessions. We are grateful to Minehead
Friends for the loan of the study pack and to Chris and Christina Lawson for the introductory talk.
Attendance at Meetings for Worship has varied from six to fourteen. We have several
attenders who have joined us in the last twelve months, who, although not joining us every week, do
attend fairly regularly and are part of our spiritual community.
Encouraged by the success of the ‘Peace Garden’ outreach activity in the summer, we
organised a ‘Garden of Light’ outreach event in December as part of the Art Centres Christmas Fair.
Unfortunately the weather made the use of the garden impractical and we had to move indoors. We
were able to distribute lovely hand-made hearts and doves Christmas decorations to both the younger
and older visitors to the Christmas Fair and one of our attenders played her harp in the entrance
vestibule.
We have continued with our study-group meetings throughout the Spring and early summer
with themes ranging from the Hindu Upanishads, James Naylor, the Life of Bede Griffiths and some
sessions of spiritual preparation for Yearly Meeting. Our last Preparative Meeting discussed the desire
to continue with these sessions through the coming winter months and to this end we have registered
for the on-line Woodbrooke study programme ‘Being Friends Together’.
Our library has been re-catalogued throughout the year and part of it now occupies one of the
cupboard space in the Keltings Room. We have added a number of new books in connection with our
study group sessions.
The long-awaited redecoration of the Keltings Room has now commenced, as part of a more
comprehensive refurbishment of the Arts Centre Building. Bridgwater Friends look-forward to enjoying
future Meetings for Worship in improved surroundings as we continue to strengthen our connections
with the Arts Centre and we are very pleased to be able to host Area Meeting in our new ‘home’.
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WSQAM GREEN ADVISORY GROUP
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Friday to Sunday 7th to 9th October: Living Witness Gathering at Bamford Quaker
Community (near Sheffield). “An opportunity to spend a creative weekend with like-minded
Friends, share ideas and inspiration, explore ways forward, find ways to support each other in
our witness and enjoy worship, cooking and conversation together.” £100 per person but
bursaries available from Living Witness. Contact laurie@livingwitness.org.uk ASAP if you wish
to go.
8th to 16th October. Speak Up on Climate Change. Campaign against Climate Change has
resources available for taking action (info@campaigncc.org). Should we be writing to our MPs
or taking other action? See attached information from Quakers about our part in this campaign
Tuesday 11th October: Christian Aid and Wellington Churches Together: talk “Hot and
Bothered” by Susan Durber from Taunton URC and discussion on theology and climate. At
Wellington URC Church, Fore Street at 7.00
Monday 17th October: Talk by Dr Andrew Tresidder on the effects of electro-magnetism (wifi,
microwaves etc.) Taunton Meeting House at 7.30
Friday to Sunday 21st to 23rd October: Greenspirit Annual gathering: Honouring the
Wisdom of the Natural World at Earthspirit, Dundon, Somerton, Somerset TA11 6PE. Main
speaker is Philip Car-Gomm. www.greenspirit.org.uk/ag2016
USEFUL LINKS FOR MORE INFORMATION
Earth and Economy (newsletter from QPSW Economics, Sustainability and Peace team):
contact Jo Hynes joh@quaker.org.uk to go on mailing list
Living Witness Project: www.livingwitness.org.uk Lwp@livingwitness.org.uk to go on
mailing list
CLIMATE JUSTICE
Build the alternative

Quakers are campaigning for climate justice. We are working to build an energy and economic system
that has equality, justice and sustainability at heart.
Quakers are campaigning for justice for those who have been unequally impacted by climate
change and global climate action that stops this injustice continuing. We campaign to challenge the
powers that maintain the current fossil fuel economy.
We think all people have the right to affordable energy that does not harm the planet. We want
an end to fuel poverty. We believe there should be more equality in the way energy is owned and
organised. We want an end to dominance of the energy system by big companies and an increase in
community ownership.
We want to sustain life over profit.
Take action: Week of action 8th - 16th October
Sign up to speak out about climate justice.
It's one year since 9,000 people – including many Friends - told 330 MPs what they want to
protect from climate change at the Speak Up lobby. It's time to Speak Up again as part of the Climate
Coalition Week of Action.
Friends will be joining the coalition from 8th-16th October in a week of action to celebrate the
people, places and things we want to protect from climate change - and help make sure MPs hear our
messages. This time the action is happening locally.
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What could you organise in your area to show your MP that you care about climate change?
Or could you join an event that is already happening? It's a great opportunity to meet others in your area
who are active on climate issues. Join in as an individual or as a meeting.
Sign up at: weekofaction.org.uk
There will be nature walks, tea parties, classic lobbies, visits to community energy sites and all sorts of
other events to start those key conversations about climate change. All of this will involve MPs so that
they see, feel and hear how much their constituents care.
Take the opportunity to share with your MP why and how Quakers are standing up for climate
justice. Print out the climate justice flyer (above) or ask us to send you copies, and share it with your MP
and others.
Confront fossil fuel power
We need to name and confront the powers that seem to be actively working against climate justice,
namely: the huge power of the fossil fuel industry; and economic systems reliant on fossil fuels, which
prioritise economic competitiveness.
Divest from fossil fuels
The fossil fuel industry needs many things to be able to extract fossil fuels and produce energy.
Crucially it relies on money. Much of our money is bound up in continued fossil fuel extraction – via
institutional investments, British government subsidies, or even our own pension funds.
We have a lot of power to change this. Publicly moving money away from fossil fuels helps to
reduce fossil fuel companies' social licence to operate by demonstrating our refusal to be complicit.
Does your local or area meeting still invest in fossil fuels? What about the other institutions you
may be part of, like your university or local council? Find out more about how to divest from fossil fuels.
Speak out about fuel poverty
We are advocating an energy system which is fairer as well as cleaner, and campaigning for an end to
fuel poverty.
Quaker Peace and Social Witness has endorsed an Energy Bill of Rights (offsite link) produced
by Fuel Poverty Action, which sets out eight principles of a clean, affordable and renewable energy
system.
Make sure that members and attenders of your local meeting know their energy rights, and
support those you know who may be vulnerable to fuel poverty, by having copies of the Fuel Poverty
Action Mini Guide to Your Rights (offsite link) at your meeting house, so that Friends and others who
use your building can find out more. You could share this leaflet and the Energy Bill of Rights with
others.
•
•
•

Read the Energy Bill of Rights (offsite link) and discuss endorsing it as a local or area meeting.
Download the Mini Guide to Your Rights (offsite link).
Visit Fuel Poverty Action (offsite link).

Energy justice
We are campaigning for energy justice. We want a rapid transition to an energy system based on
equality for people and the Earth. Read our Energy Justice briefing (PDF).
The new economy
Many Quakers are engaged in exploring what an economy based on Quaker testimonies (and not
dependent on fossil fuels) would look like, and how we might get there. Find out more about our work on
the New Economy.
Contact us
Sunniva Taylor and Chris Walker
Sustainability and Peace Programme Manager job-share
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CLIMATE CHANGE – GET INVOLVED AND SPEAK UP!
WEEK OF ACTION FOR CLIMATE CHANGE 8th - 16th October
At our recent Green Advisory Group meeting we thought that we could write to our MP – as the Area
Meeting is within 4 or 5 constituencies this is best done from Local Meetings. Also that we could write to
the local press - again as different meetings have different local papers, this is best done by Local
Meetings. I agreed that I would draft a letter which meetings may wish to use and/or adapt, which is an
abbreviated version of the document “Quakers are calling for climate justice” which may be too long for
publication. However it seems appropriate to send a copy of this to your MP with a covering letter.
If you do either get a letter published or a reply from your MP I would be interested to know.
John Ainsworth

Suggested draft letter to newspapers:

At the Paris conference on climate change in Paris last December countries committed to limit the
global average temperature to no more than 2 degrees above the pre-industrial level because of the
urgent need to combat global warming. To date the UK has not yet ratified this agreement.
The week of 8th to 16th October has been designated as a time to Speak Up as part of the
Climate Coalition Week of Action. Quaker s in Britain, as part of this coalition, call for a global climate
deal that requires all countries to take their fair share of action to limit rises in global temperature to well
below the target of 2 degrees which means keeping at least 80 per cent of fossil fuels in the ground.
Impacts of climate change are unequally felt and Quakers call for justice for those who suffer the most.
Quakers call for affordable energy that does not ham the planet to be seen as a right for all and
seek an increase in community ownership of energy, as is the case with Brendon Energy locally. As
part of this, we need to end tax breaks for fossil fuel companies and a massive increase in energy
efficiency.
Although these may seem huge targets, each one of us can play a part in achieving them by
taking care of our own energy use and by pressing our legislators to produce a robust plan for this
country to make the necessary reductions in fossil fuel use.
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GEORGE FOX TAKES A SELFIE
Avril Silk, writer of this new play, has boldly taken three of the best known figures in early Quaker history
and explored their relationship with each other. George Fox, founding figure, Margaret Fell, a key early
convert, and James Nayler, an over-enthusiastic Quaker of the 1650s. Nayler brought the new
movement into disrepute and suffered cruelly under the Commonwealth government for his supposed
blasphemies. Fox was adamant in his condemnation of him.
The play is set in 1676, at time when Fox has just returned home after one of his many
imprisonments. By now he and Margaret Fell have married, some time after the death of her husband,
the influential Judge Thomas Fell of Swarthmore Hall, Lancashire. He talks over the situation with
Margaret, and looks back at the Nayler episode. Avril treats this section as informative conversation with
Fox reading us a few passages from his Journal.
Tired, Fox goes to sleep and dreams himself into our times – mobile phones and all. The
imprisonment from which he’s just freed after a decade or so this time is from Somalia where he was
protesting about prison conditions. His modern Margaret is thoroughly computer savvy and gets him
involved – he takes to Tweeting rapidly and some favourite quotes are fitted into 140 characters. He is
reminded of his treatment of Nayler, who sends him a message on FaceBook, welcoming him back as
“Big G” and signing off “LOL”.
Fox also checks on the state of Quakerism today. This gives Avril the chance to make some
positive and some negative comments on the very different movement that there is today. How far is it a
worthy successor to that of the first Quakers is the underlying question? Avril notes some of the
differences but could make more of the counter-cultural aspects which were, and hopefully still are,
present.
Waking up back in Swarthmore he reflects with Margaret on his dream experiences and, in
particular, on his treatment of Nayler. This self-reflection leads him to want to make some fresh
comments in his Journal. Avril uses this to make us realise that self-reflection may be no bad thing as
we move on through life. “Taking a selfie” has more than one meaning.
An audience of over 50 people, Friends and others, were well held by a rehearsed reading of
the play at Taunton Meeting House on September 8th. Costumes and staging helped and imaginative
and often witty computer screen pages projected for background livened up the evening. Modern
Margaret Fell, aka ‘Foxy Lady’, was rapidly spotted when her FaceBook page came up.
For some, the context, the amount of detail and extensive recreation of 17th century language
may have been difficult to follow but, as Avril says, this is a work in progress. We can hope that she
does develop it as there’s much for Quakers and others within it. “What would Fox be doing if he were
around today?” is always a good question to ask.
The seven local Friends who took the various parts had clearly rehearsed thoroughly and the
performance went through smoothly and effectively. Another seven at least had been involved in the
audio-visual and other aspects of the production. The programme notes were of good help in giving the
historical background. The comments and questions in the open follow-up session showed how well the
audience had been engaged with the play and appreciated the work done by all in the team.
Chris Lawson
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HOW FRIENDS CONTRIBUTE TO A GREENER WORLD

We were fortunate to be able to afford to install solar panels at the old FIT rate and enjoy
getting a cheque from Good Energy pretty regularly!
Zoe and John Ainsworth
I am a regular user of the local buses but am disappointed that the local authority cuts and bus
company's own economies have reduced the evening and Sunday services. Having an
oldies' travel permit is of course invaluable. I do walk into town when the weather is fine and I
have the energy ( it takes about 45 minutes but there are several variants on the routes to
take). For longer journeys ( e.g. to my son in Scotland) I take the train.
Though not as good as I might be I try to buy local food from the farmers market and
country market in Taunton (and if I have a beer I ike to drink local real ales). Though not by
any means experts we grow what vegetables we can and have had a good supply of
raspberries, strawberries, rhubarb and plums.
I am a member of the Green Party and support their policies to build a more
sustainable world.
I am not a very practically minded person but often use my energies to support
petitions etc. to try to change what is wrong with the world.
John Ainsworth
I gave up the car when no longer needing to commute to work, and use an electric bike, which
is all possible because I live in a town with good transport links (though rapidly depleting bus
services!), a free bus pass, and senior rail card, and the use, occasionally of a shared car. I
also live in a friendly street where three of us share chickens, cat care, picking each other up
from the railway station, hedge trimmers, sewing machine, document shredder and anything
else we can think of. Another neighbour mows my grass. The street fosters community with an
annual street party and a book group.
I have recently internally insulated my bathroom walls and ceiling (it has no loft above
so no insulation there), put lino (sustainable option rather than vinyl), on the floor, have
replaced casement windows with wooden double glazed ones and about to put in secondary
glazing on my sash windows. I also get my vegetables as a veg box from a local grower who
has a stall at Taunton and Wivey on a Thursday and Saturday respectively.
I don't fly on holiday so take the train when going abroad. I tend to holiday in the UK on
my bicycle, supporting the local tourist industry, and avoiding pollution.
I buy my clothes predominantly from charity shops, and consult ethical consumer when
buying bigger purchases like a fridge and freezer recently. I invest ethically and use co-ops
wherever possible e.g. the co-op bank, and the phone co-op,. My energy provider has been
Good Energy for years.
Fran Hicks
We have vastly reduced our reliance on supermarkets and the carbon footprint of our food over
the last year. We have joined a local veg coop run by a local farmer to get local, seasonal veg
and eggs. We have also started a food buying coop with some local friends, doing bulk orders
of organic rice, lentils, green cleaning products etc from Suma. We can pass on details of either
of these to any Wellington Friends who are interested.
Ruth and Matt Wall
In three jugs in the kitchen I collect the cold water that comes before the tank ( in the loft) will
produce any hot, and use in kettle for tea etc.
After hearing how one of the others puts remaining water from the kettle into a thermos
to use the next time, I am now doing the same.
As I have solar panels, I try to only use the washing machine when the sun is out.
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I also have what is apparently now the best loft insulation (called Isonene) and I have a
water barrel for the garden.
Gillian Coe
I’m careful with regard to water… have you thought of re-using your water bottle water each
time rather than pouring it down the sink? !!
Jen Bell
We do the following:
a) recycle as much waste as possible - food, cardboard, plastic bottles, aluminum, glass, cans,
fabrics and woolens,
b) use second-hand furniture and other equipment offered to us,
c) use environmentally-friendly washing-up and dishwasher detergents,
d) reserve areas of the garden for wild plants - including a tiny area designated as a beefriendly mini-meadow, planted with wild flowers and left un-mown,
e) restrict use of chemicals in the garden,
f) make our own compost,
g) use showers rather than baths to restrict water use,
h) drive a hybrid car to save on petrol consumption,
i) keep areas of the garden unweeded to encourage wildlife (there is evidence of a hedgehog)
and encourage birds to visit and nest in the surrounding trees.
Margaret & Michael Stocks
I/We do all the obvious recycling things, including keeping a bag for all packaging from
Sainsbury’s and Tesco’s and returning them to their bay recycling bins. I also cut plastic
sleeves from all periodicals through the post and re-use them to store veg/salad in the fridge,
Car: As I am not able to avoid using the car I drive, as far as possible to optimize fuel
use – starting with us owning a small car, regularly serviced.
Driving: keeping speed to 2,500 rpm using the appropriate gear eg 30mph = 3rd gear
(except when overtaking). It makes journeys a bit slower, but equally I see more and arrive
less dizzy!
Other guidelines, which I try to observe, are: - using the air conditioning judiciously /
not stopping and starting the engine unnecessary / making journeys into town less frequently
by doing as many jobs as possible in one.
I am quite grateful to have been a child during the war because it put in habitual place
so many things about careful use of resources, especially food and clothes. I also spent
several of my young years in rural Norfolk with a DC generator for electricity and an electric
pump for water – and on a farm where we were close to and respectful of the soil and all that it
produced and sustained.
Pat Bazley
We recycle, of course but the best action has been to have PV panels put on the roof. We
collect all bits of foil or metal wrappings.
Sheila Whitlock
We have been actively involved in setting up and running, a community shop in Spaxton, so
that local shopping is available for residents. It’s been open 19 months and is going really well,
so much so that there will now be money from profits to put into local community projects. We
have also fitted solar panels to the garage roof.
Richard and Gilly Lee
I sort my waste, recycling as much as I can. I drive a low fuel mileage car and have a moped
for short journeys. Need to get out more by bike! I have replaced the ineffective double
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glazing, with having to replace the windows. I have put in more water efficient WCs. Save
water in jugs (as suggested by another contributor). I lift share when using a car as much as
possible, use local buses for trips to town. I buy most of my clothes in charity shops and enjoy
making my own. Attempt to grow some of my vegetables. Buy a little meat and organic veg
from Uffculme market – because it is so delicious!
I learnt that in Germany, traffic lights operate to enable drivers to start their car when
stopped at traffic lights (German road assistance organisation ADAC recommends switching off
the engine in cases, where a standstill of 20 seconds or more can be expected). I now do the
same when stopped in traffic, sometimes it can be quite some time. I completed a complaints
form at Birmingham Coach station when passengers had to stand for twenty minutes lining up
for a coach where all the coaches had their engines running. The next time I went none of the
stationary coaches’ engines were running – what a surprise!
I use one main cleaning agent (using a second-hand squirty bottle); into this I put ¼
pint of white or brown vinegar topped up with water and add a squirt of washing up liquid. I also
use bleach. I soak my clothes in water and did not need a very hot wash. Old Tshirts make
superb wash cloths.
Pat Bell
A couple of years ago - probably more knowing how time flies - I went to London by coach to
volunteer at Quaker Homeless Action. Whilst on my travels I saw a very large notice on the
side of one of the busy roads, the challenge of which sank deeply into my being. For me, it hit
the nail right on the proverbial head. It said:
'YOU ARE NOT STUCK IN A TRAFFIC JAM - YOU ARE THE TRAFFIC JAM'
That stayed with me and I resolved to cut down my car use to the absolute minimum, almost to
the point of getting rid of the car altogether, which won't take much. In reducing my car use, I
am also getting very used to the time when I can't drive any more, and will have to do without a
car.
I use the bus, train or walk quite a lot, which helps to keep me fit. I would cycle but find
I have lost the confidence on the mega-busy roads.
This morning I went to meet a friend so had to go by car. Having kept a record of
when I buy petrol I looked back and found that since I topped up the tank last time, which was
on Saturday April 30th (2016) - it is now Thursday 7th July, - I have travelled a distance of 208
miles.
Can I better this for the next 3 months?
Delia Kennedy
AWARENESS OF ELECTRO MAGNETIC FIELDS
Can wireless technology affect our health and fertility? - The inconvenient reality
Several Friends have expressed concerns about the effects of Wi-Fi especially on children and have
looked at evidence that a significant number of people suffer ill effects from this source.
To this end the Green Advisory Group have arranged a talk by a Somerset GP who as a particular
interest in this subject, Dr. Andrew Tresidder, This will take place at Taunton Meeting House on
Monday 17th October at 700 p.m.
For those unable to make this meeting but who would like to know more there is a copy of a DVD - Can
wireless technology affect our health and fertility? - The inconvenient reality in Taunton Meeting
House library which Friends may wish to borrow.
There is also a talk on You Tube by Dr. Erica Mallory-Blythe, Electro-magnetic Radiation, Health and
Children 2014.
If you would like more information please contact Paul Brandon on 07896598568 or Sue Brownlie on
01278 722344 or suebrownlie@gmail.com
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TEMPLE METHODISTS JUSTICE AND PEACE GROUP
On Saturday 3rd June Temple Methodists Justice and Peace Group are holding a conference called
Just Living with workshops on a number of social justice issues and a main speaker. They are inviting
Molly Scott Cato if she can make it. I have agreed that we will provide the person to speak and lead
workshops on peace issues. Let me have any thoughts as to who might be good to invite but possibly
one of WSAQM members may be interested. The day is open to all so nearer the time I will circulate
details.
They have also booked the Quaker tapestry, probably for the two weeks up to 3rd June and
Margaret Stocks and I met the two most involved at Temple last week. They will be looking for financial
help both from within their church and from other local sources. I hope that either local meetings or the
area meeting as well as individual Friends may wish to contribute. Margaret is willing to go to LMs and
talk about the tapestry and I plan to write a letter to local meetings and area meeting in the next couple
of weeks once the dates have been finalised. They will welcome help with stewarding and though the
tapestry will be in the Temple church, we wondered about having workshops with Bridget from the
tapestry in Taunton Meeting House.
I am happy to liaise with the Methodists but any thoughts or ideas would be welcome. Though
not organised by us it is an opportunity for outreach and of course the Taunton connection can be
highlighted in any publicity.
John Ainsworth
And on the subject of the Quaker Tapestry….
Dear Friends,
For many years a collective purchase of Quaker Tapestry Calendars has been organised by
Eve Northey and latterly by ourselves. In so doing, we have been able to buy at a reduced rate which
has benefitted both Friends and the Quaker Tapestry.
Unfortunately, last year uptake was very low and insufficient for us to obtain the discount.
Consequently we have decided not to organize a bulk purchase in future but, instead, give individual
Friends the opportunity to buy direct:
info@quaker-tapestry.co.uk
Telephone: 01539 722975
We hope Friends will continue to support the Quaker Tapestry.
In Friendship,
Alyson and Barry Allen
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THE QUIET DAY AT SPICELAND
Despite the delay in putting pen to paper, the Quiet Day at Spiceland is just as vivid in my memory. It
was the first "Quiet Day" I have ever attended, having overdone "Quiet Time" as a teenage evangelical.
Since then I studied Hinduism and Buddhism at college alongside the mystics so the meditative
traditions are of great interest to me but I have avoided organised retreats. .I did not intend to go to this
one either but as a friend might appreciate a lift and another friend was dying, it did seem an opportunity
to send loving thoughts in her direction.
I first visited Spiceland in my twenties and felt it had that rare "suspended in time“ quality
captured in T.S. Eliot's "Little Gidding". Last summer , finding myself actually getting married there, I felt
very strongly that indeed I was not there to "verify" anything but to sit with others "where prayer has
been valid". So it was likely to feel significant to me to sit again in that special place a year or so later.
I was surprised that Gill Pennington, the organiser from Woodbrooke, wondered if some of us
might be a little perplexed by the large candle, Tibetan bells, and music she introduced. But maybe I
assume, in the light of our Bridgwater meeting, that our area is very open minded about other religious
traditions. Indeed Ali from Spiceland said a few weeks later that most of the options for spiritual
exploration suggested by Gill were familiar to her and so she determined to concentrate on those she
was less inclined to try and found them surprisingly helpful. I was amused to find that certain options like the body prayer - were things I had drifted into myself over the last few years.
I chose to walk an imaginary labyrinth in the garden following a picture Gill supplied and once
in the centre concentrated on sending loving thoughts to my very poorly friend. It felt significant that
when we were asked to pair up to reflect on the day my partner Sheila had also chosen the labyrinth
option and once in the centre sent out loving healing thoughts too.
I think the opportunity Spiceland affords of being surrounded by nature and generations of
prayers is one to cherish and I am grateful to have shared in that day with old and new friends.
Sue Brownlie

We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
Through the unknown, unremembered gate
When the last of earth left to discover
Is that which was the beginning;
At the source of the longest river
The voice of the hidden waterfall
And the children in the apple-tree.
From T. S. Eliot's "Little Gidding".
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READING THE TAO
Although I have been a Quaker and attended regularly meetings for twenty-five years and
when as a teenager, I studied the scriptures and attended an Anglian church, I have always
been uncomfortable with Christianity as my religious base.
About Ten years ago, I studied Buddhism and meditated with Buddhist monks, I learnt
a lot about meditation but still did not find a fit with my own beliefs.
I began to voice my own definition of what I thought of as God: An essence in the
Universe or a creative force in the Universe which was also within all living organisms including
man/womankind, animals and plant life.
I also studied as a Quaker healer and had very real experiences of channelling the
Spirit. I have given and received healing. I also hold Jesus in very high regard.
Last week I was introduced to Zen calligraphy and for the following few days I
practised making marks of Chinese letters using this method.
Many years previously I practised Tai Chi and if not very well accomplished, I do that
on my own in front of my computer with an online Guru.
One Sunday I picked up a book from Wellington Quaker Meeting library on Tao.
“The Essence of Tao – Pamela Ball.”
Imagine my surprise when I found that my definition of God was formulated by the
Chinese in the 6th century BC and they called it Tao.
“Tao is not a religion, that is Taoism. We must however use words to explain how Tao came to
be written down, what part is played in history and what its relevance is in the modern world
Tao is such a universal principle, a way of living, that we are wiser to understand it than learn
it…Tao itself is most translated as “the Way”, and often we find our own Tao when we least
expect it.”
I have been using art and calligraphy as meditational and have produced an online Tao
Square Art Book.
https://youtu.be/mMhqcXN2OB8
I feel that I have made an important step in my spiritual journey. I have a sense that I
am not extraordinarily different and that there are other people that have had this philosophy for
many hundreds of years. But I feel that also one should respect one's own culture and not try to
chase too many moonbeams in other people's culture.
If anyone practices Taoism or Tao meditation, Tai Chi and Qigong I would love to
receive their comments.
Zoe Ainsworth-Grigg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PNtWqDxwwMg
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A SUMMARY OF RESPONSES FROM LMS AND AM TO THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PAPER
General comments:
• There was general agreement with the overall principles and policies in the paper, and
particularly with the quotation from CCJS.
• We found the paper helpful and clear, and felt it did express our Quaker values. It describes a
direction in which we should try to travel, and a shift in attitude which would be much more
compassionate, less destructive, and a far better foundation for our criminal justice system.
• However, it does not take proper account of Humanity’s capacity for cruelty and harm. We fear,
that as a whole, it may fall into the Friendly trap of failing to fully acknowledge the shadow
behind the light.
Specific comments:
• It provides a sound basis for more detailed comments on specific matters.
• The current system is close to breaking point because of cost pressures.
• There is insufficient support for victims and witnesses.
• A hope for restorative justice needs to be balanced with acknowledgement that there are
situations where this is not appropriate.
• We recognise that prison is necessary for some, but not for many of those currently sentenced.
• The paragraph on the ethics of Privatisation was felt to be very relevant, and some felt
Privatisation should play no part in the national criminal justice system.
• It was noted that the views expressed were out of line with those held by many in British
society.
• One meeting also proposed some specific additions to the text:
• We are for sentencing that is proportionate and fair and against the overuse of mandatory and
indeterminate penalties.
• We are for opportunities for people in prison to take responsibility for themselves and to help
others for example as mentors, Samaritan listeners, or Members of a prison council.
• We are for a prison system which enables people to progress their sentences and allows for
hope of rehabilitation and change.
• We are for particular support by the state as corporate parent for high numbers of young
offenders who are in care and for care leavers in custody and on release.
• We are for a criminal justice system that takes proper account of primary care roles and
responsibilities.
Taunton Friends have agreed to write to their MP and suggest inviting Ginny Membury a long term
prison visitor, to any potential AM initiative.
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A SUMMARY OF RESPONSES FROM LMS AND AM TO THE
BRIEFING PAPER FROM CORNWALL AREA MEETING
DECRIMINALISATION OF THE POSSESSION OF DRUGS FOR PERSONAL USE
This paper is broadly supported by Friends. A key phrase for many was that:
‘It is not ethical to punish people for their vulnerability….’
However, it was felt that little attempt was made to answer, or even consider, the arguments against
such a course of action.
Practical points raised include:
•

Possession for personal use decriminalised, but any subsequent illegal behaviors should be
prosecuted.

•

A coherent policy would need to address not just the decriminalisation of possession for
personal use, but also the unquestionable criminality of much of the supply of drugs, and how
to respond to that.

•

Consider self-funded treatment for early offenders, in a similar form to Speed Awareness
courses given to first time drivers exceeding a speed limit.

•

Concern about the proliferation of Legal Highs.

•

The causes and consequences of drug (including alcohol) abuse need to be addressed.

•

Decriminalisation would allow a greater degree of regulation of drug quality, and reduce
exploitation of users.

•

Would like to see a current response to this paper from our established committee QAAD.

•

The attraction of young people to 'breaking the law' would be addressed by decriminalisation.

•

Prison is needed for some habituated users but this can only work with a well formed
rehabilitation program.

In summary there is a general concern that any move towards decriminalisation of the possession of
drugs for personal use must be supported with adequate funding for healthcare and education.
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TESTIMONY TO THE GRACE OF GOD IN THE LIFE AND WITNESS OF JOHN MELBOURNE
8th August 1938 – 7th November 2015
Brother, sister, let me serve you,
Let me be as Christ to you;
Pray that I may have the grace to
Let you be my servant too.
It was with these words that John Melbourne ministered in Meeting for worship on one of the last
occasions, if not the last occasion on which he spoke in meeting. As someone who did not often share
his thoughts in meeting it seems apposite that he should have shared these words from a hymn that he
had recently heard, which sums up so well his attitude to life and his care for others.
He will be remembered for his sense of fun, his thoughtful contributions to discussions, his
caring and concern for others, his empathy and ability to know exactly the right words to say.
John was brought up in
Ringwood, Hampshire, an only
child. After leaving school he
studied Politics and Economics at
the London School of Economics
and then completed his military
service. Though he was not a
Quaker at that time, the
impression was that his military
service
never
sat
quite
comfortably with him in later life,
and he must have been glad to
seek out and find other
opportunities for service through
International Voluntary Service
(IVS) and work camps. His
interest in IVS was maintained
throughout his life. It was at an IVS work camp on Fair Isle that he met Louise who subsequently
became his wife. They were married in December 1963.
Soon after their marriage he undertook a Post Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE)
course in Zimbabwe (then Rhodesia) through which he was then committed to undertaking a teaching
post in Zambia. One of his colleagues describes him as someone who “had a natural authority as a
teacher, firm but kind and popular with the students and the staff. His commitment against racism was
total - he was active when studying at the University of Rhodesia and Nyasaland before coming to
Kalomo and he chose to keep away from the “white” club in Kalomo. He followed up his interest in
voluntary service ….when the Ministry of Education decided to organise “nation building” workcamps
bringing together students from different provinces.”
John and Louise returned from Zambia in 1968 with two sets of twins, and after a brief spell in
Northumberland, settled in the Nailsea area where, initially through the involvement of the family at the
local Quaker meeting, they came into membership. John remained in teaching in Nailsea until he took
early retirement in 1988. A Friend from Nailsea described him as someone who was fully involved in the
life of the meeting and remembers his ‘careful and considered contributions when he was clerking the
Monthly Meeting General Committee, dealing with finance and property matters” – not to mention his
distinctive black italic handwritten minutes. (A practice he continued as clerk to Minehead meeting for
some time after most others had taken to word processing.)
There followed a new phase in John’s life in Bristol as warden (together with Louise) at
Frenchay Meeting and in working with the elderly in occupational therapy at a nearby hospital. He was
said to have an ‘instinctive feel for wardening’.
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John continued this service to others with Social Services part time after he and Louise moved
to live in Dunster and become part of Minehead Meeting in 1996. He also became involved in
bereavement counselling; his sensitivity and ability to empathise would have fitted him well for that role.
He served the meeting in various capacities over the years as clerk and elder for several years (and
both at once at one time). He carried the same natural authority into his role as clerk, never hurried and
always with good humour. As clerk of Area Meeting he is remembered with warmth and affection. ‘He
was always there with a warm smile and encouraging words’ and had an ‘ability to make you feel happy
with yourself’. As an elder he dealt with more than one sticky situation with great tact, care and
compassion knowing exactly the right words to say.
He was also active in many ways in the
community; quick to volunteer when a local Amnesty
group was set up, continuing with Cruse Bereavement
counselling until a few months before he died, and in
U3A in Minehead where he was always a welcoming
presence at coffee mornings.
John also entered into the social life of the
meeting with enthusiasm, not least taking part in
entertaining sketches at socials. He was an active and fit person walking the dog, playing cricket in his
village team until the year before he died. When he led Friends on walks he was always aware of the
least able in the group, would set an easy pace and pause and chat to allow people to catch up. In the
same way he would walk round to a disabled Friend’s house to walk back with him to his own house
when discussion groups took place there. He loved his garden and the meeting often benefitted from
the jams and chutneys that he made from the produce.
John had always had a love of the theatre and volunteered behind the scenes and at front of
house in the local, volunteer run theatre.
Above all he was a committed family man much involved in the lives of his children and latterly
with the happy addition of grandchildren to the family. One friend says ‘both John and Louise had
presence – a loving and calming atmosphere about them which sprang from a contented family life and
a harmonious attitude which must have grown from their Quaker faith. ‘
Although he actively took part in discussion groups he was not one for putting forward strongly
held beliefs; unconcerned with the articulation of religious concepts, his values were demonstrated in
his manner of living and concern for others. He lived the life to which we, as Quakers, aspire. One of
John’s favourite extracts from the writings of George Fox was the well-known exhortation:
…be examples in all countries, places, islands, nations, wherever you come, that your carriage and life
may preach among all sorts of people, and to them; then you will come to walk cheerfully over the
world, answering that of God in every one.
Many of us will remember John with great warmth, walking cheerfully over the world and letting
his life speak.
Christina M Lawson, clerk
Agreed at Minehead Preparative Meeting held 10 July 2016.
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SPICELAND CAMP
As a group of families connected
with Taunton Meeting we have just
come back from a weekend
camping on the grounds of the
neighbouring Spiceland Meeting
House near Uffculme, Devon.
Being un-plugged from electronics,
cooking over an open fire and
enjoying the beautiful natural
environment surrounding us made
for a very special and refreshing
weekend.
Creating this space where
we set aside our normal weekend
tasks and routines and camped out
in the fields together provided for
me a wonderful opportunity to get to know others from the group better and also to think about life with a
bit less rush and a bit more perspective. For the children there was a particular sense of freedom and
release as they were able to run off around the vast grounds, exploring, gathering wood and trying to
dodge the wasps from a nest that they had discovered!
The agenda for the weekend was very relaxed with plenty of time for a number of spontaneous
games of rounders, football and tag. We pulled camp-chairs together in a circle around the fire-pit on
Saturday morning for a short time of Meeting. Something about the natural environment seemed to
make it particularly easy to connect with the silence, breathing in the fresh country air and listening to
the sounds of the wildlife around us. In the afternoon the children made model boats and floated them
down the nearby stream where they also got pretty wet themselves! The big highlight for the evening
seemed to be the roasting of marshmallows over the fire.
We concluded the camp with a lovely All Age gathering in the Spiceland Meeting House.
Friends had brought in a wide range of interesting small objects from their homes and placed them on
the meeting room table. We were all then welcomed to choice an item, look at it, and really think about it
carefully. The children drew pictures inspired by what they had been looking at which were then hung
up at the front of the room. In the Afterwords it was lovely to hear lots of people sharing about the
objects they had picked up from the table and what these had helped them reflect on. This was such a
helpful way of enabling everyone – young and old – to connect together in the Meeting.
Many
thanks
to
everyone who made
the weekend possible.
It would be great to
plan more trips like this
again in the future and
it would also be
interesting to explore
ways of linking up with
camping
trips
organised by other
Meetings.

Matt Wall
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